SI 426 …

… is good for your business
Done

- Statutory Instrument - Done
- Definition of SME - Done
- Exemptions - Done
- Penalties - Done
Benefits to your company
Benefits

• The kick start you need to address your energy use.

• An in-depth, ‘high-quality’ energy audit that will advise where good savings can be made.
Meeting the statutory requirement

• Get the audit done

• Avoid negative publicity

• Avoid fines

• Sure, what else is to be done????

• Repeat in 4 years’ time
Implement the audit findings

- Some low cost solutions
- Some solutions to reduce OpEx
- Some CapEx solutions (with varying RoI).

- Will these projects be one-offs or will you decide to go beyond?
Going beyond

- Embeds best-practice energy management in your day-to-day operations
- Improves your performance and productivity
- Reduces your energy costs
- Ensures that you maintain a process of continual improvement
- Ensures that senior managers commit to energy efficiency and that all staff play a role in the process
- Standardises processes so that improvements are sustained over time
Continuous Improvement
...beyond

• Gain better understanding of how you consume energy

• External, independent data review and audit

• Potential savings can be over 13 times greater than audit cost

• Save man-hours by adopting and simplifying operation and maintenance procedures
Good for business

• Focuses the business onto its energy use

• Highlight areas that need addressing

• Possible door-opening for further work on energy

• Perhaps even taking the next step to implementing an EnMS
• At least it means you wont have to do a statutory audit again in 4 years’ time.
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